
Celebrity Break-Up: Find Out
Why  Katie  Holmes  Ended
Relationship with Jamie Foxx

By Ashley Johnson

In the latest celebrity break-up news, Katie Holmes officially
made solidified her split from Jamie Foxx after six years, on
Monday,  August  19.  Just  four  days  earlier,  Foxx  had  been
spotted out with a mysterious blonde, and then not too long
after  was  spotted  with  singer  Sela  Vave  in  Hollywood.
According to UsMagazine.com,, a source said, “It has been many
years of him stepping out with other women. He’s disrespectful
and their lives were different. His partying ways don’t fit
with  hers  as  she’s  focused  on  raising  her  daughter  and
working.”
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In celebrity break-up news, Katie
Holmes had her reasons for breaking
things  off  with  “disrespectful”
Jamie Foxx. What are some ways to
know your partner is respectful?

Cupid’s Advice:

Break-ups can be hard, especially when it involves Hollywood
couples in the spotlight. Luckily, Cupid is here to give you
relationship  advice  on  how  to  know  if  your  partner  is
respectful, so you can avoid having relationship problems like
Katie Holmes and Jamie Foxx:

1. Makes room for ‘quality time’: Everyone has busy lives and
a multitude of responsibilities to deal with on a daily basis.
However,  if  you  and  your  partner  can  prioritize  your
relationship and make time for each other, that shows you two
truly respect the relationship. You can tell your partner
really makes an effort to spend quality time with you when
they stick to important plans and don’t constantly try to
reschedule, or when they make an effort to show up on time for
special events.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Jennifer Garner Has Found a
‘True Partner’ in John Miller 

2. Appreciates your differences: Each and every one of us are
different: we all have different personalities, pet peeves,
needs, desires, etc. While it is unlikely that you and your
partner are going to agree on everything or have the same
exact perspective, it is important that you and your partner
embrace the differences between each other. If your partner
really respects you they will try to understand your way of
thinking, if not completely agree with it… they may even learn
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something  new  if  they  are  willing  to  appreciate  the
differences between you two, rather than discourage them.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  News:  Shia  Labeouf  &  FKA  Twig’s
Relationship Is On Hold

3.  Supports  your  goals:  Your  partner  should  be  your  #1
supporter, and if they are not, maybe they are not the best
person for you to share your life and dreams with. Having a
support system and someone who believes in you is essential in
any relationship. If your partner doesn’t rain on your parade
and does nothing but shower you in love and support, then they
are probably a keeper.

Can you think of any other ways to know if your partner is
respectful? Share them with us in the comments below!
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